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Michigan Educational Assessment Program
(MEAP) Preparation and Best Practices
This article was written by 10 sub-committee members of the Michigan Department
of Education Elementary and Secondary Content Literacy Committee. The authors'
names appear after the bibliography.

EAP staff often get questions
about appropriate MEAP
resources and preparation
materials to help teachers and
students prepare for testing. There are many
commercial materials that claim to assist
students in scoring higher on the MEAP. These
materials are often costly and some teachers
have found them to be ineffective. This article
addresses these issues in the following format:
I. Questions to Guide Selection of
Materials
II. Ten Effective Classroom Practices to
Use with Students
III. Ineffective and Inappropriate Practices
IV. Resources

M

I.

Questions to Guide Selection
of Materials

1.
Do the materials reflect the Teaching
and Learning Standards of the Michigan Curriculum Framework?
• Higher Order Thinking: Instruction
involves students manipulating information and ideas by synthesizing,
generating, explaining or arriving at
conclusions that produce new meaning and understanding for them.
• Deep Knowledge: Instruction addresses central ideas of a topic or
discipline with enough thoroughness
to explore connections and relationships and to produce relatively complex understanding.
• Substantive Conversation: Students
engage in extended conversational
exchanges with the teacher and/or
peers about subject matter in a way
that builds an improved and shared
understanding of ideas and topics.
6

•

Connection to the World Beyond the
Classroom: Students make connections between substantive knowledge
and either public problems or personal experiences.
2. Does the content of the practice material align with state/district standards and
benchmarks?
3. Do the practice materials encourage
instructional and assessment strategies that
are aligned with state/district standards and
benchmarks?
4. Are the materials endorsed by the
MEAP Office? (NCS Mentor for Writing is
the only commercially-produced material
endorsed by the MEAP office. Just because
the word "MEAP" is on the material, it does
not mean that it is endorsed.)
5. Does the MEAP preparation material
encourage the critical thinking (e.g., analysis, synthesis and evaluation) required for
achievement on the MEAP?
6. Is there evidence that the MEAP
preparation materials reflect MEAP content
specific thought processes (i.e., defending a
social studies position, explaining a mathematical solution, charting science data.) ?
7. Do the text structure, format, and language of the proposed MEAP preparation
material align with the MEAP? (See Resources in Section IV.)
8. Are the MEAP preparation materials
intended to be used as a "quick fix" before
the test? There are no quick fixes. (The use
ofpractice materials two to three weeks prior
to the test date gives the false impression that
students can be prepared for the MEAP in a
few weeks. Research supports that students
need ongoing practice to develop long term
memory. Teachers need to use effective learn-
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ing strategies in their everyday teaching and
assessment throughout the year.)
* Two documents served as the basis for
initial discussions about this article . The
first was MEAP-Prep Evaluation Guidelines , written and presented at the 1998

II.
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Michigan
Educational
Research
Association ' s Annual Summer Conference
by MEAP staff member Bruce Brousseau.
The second was a set of guidelines used
by Midland Public Schools to evaluate
MEAP preparation materials.

Ten Effective Classroom Practices to Use with Students

Test Preparation Strategies

1. Know the state standards
and benchmarks for the
content areas you teach.
(Hopefully, you also have
district grade level
objectives that are aligned
with the Michigan
Benchmarks).
2. Use higher level thinking

skills (evaluation, synthesis,
analysis and
metacognition). Go beyond
factual recall. ( Great
information about higher
level thinking can be found :
internet, professional
journals and books,
conferences.)

Best Practices
Link classroom learning and assessment directly to the
benchmarks.
NOTE: Watch for Goals 200 CLIMB (Clarifying
Language in Michigan's Benchmarks) Project that will
"clarify" the Michigan Curriculum Framework English
Language Arts benchmarks.

Model "Think Alouds" for students to answer
questions .
Encourage students to share their thinking when
answering a question.
Ask students to make comparisons in order to see
patterns and themes.
Focus on fewer literal questions. Ask questions that dig
deeper, expand thinking, and make connections with
factual information.
Continually ask: "Why?" "So what does that mean?"
Require more open-ended questions that ask for
explanations - beyond text thinking.

3. Use effective teaching

strategies throughout the
year.

4. Connect learning to real life

experiences. Learning
needs to be authentic.

Continually self assess, reflect and improve personal
teaching practices: attend conferences, subscribe to
journals, read professional books, take classes,
organize professional book study group, continue to
expand your repertoire of effective teaching strategies.
(See list of resources.)
Connect every concept and new facet of learning with
something from the student's world.

Have students cite examples of something in their past,
present or possibilities in their future (e.g., careers)
Practice many forms of
Have students work cooperatively:
expression to deeply engage
• Synergetic activities promote more understanding .
ideas
• Students learn more from one another when shared
thinking occurs.
• Social relationships promote learning .
'-

Have students demonstrate their understanding through
hands-on activities, projects, charts, songs, etc. (Utilize
the value of Multiple Intelligences.)
VoLuME
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Test Preparation Strategies

Best Practices

5. Familiarize students with

content area vocabulary as
reflected in the Content
Standards and benchmarks.
Short intermittent practice
sessions promote long-term
learning!
6. Teach for transfer across
the curriculum.

Facilitate academic substantive conversation among
teachers, among students, and between students and
teachers.
Incorporate daily activities which use charts and graphs
to explain relationships and to interpret data.
Explore benchmark activities provided in the Bridge:
CD-Rom to be released spring of 2001.
Make available and teach the correct use of tools, such
as the calculator, dictionary, thesaurus, ruler, etc., so
students are comfortable using them.

7. Help students use support

materials appropriately.

Teach students to write various genre and for a variety
of purposes.
Collaborate with other staff members to create and use
rubrics. Swap and score student work from other
classrooms. Use range finding activities with students'
work (See Resources.)
Create and use rubrics with classroom assignments and
assessments throughout the year. Use sample rubrics
available in each content area from MEAP office. (See
Resources .)
Teach students to discuss and score each other's work

8. Write in all content areas.

Know and use scoring
rubrics.

9.

Increase vocabulary bank.
Use the vocabulary often.
Multiple words can teach the same idea.
(Directions/explanations, analysis/investigation,
sum/total)

Create a comfortable testing The student's regular classroom is the best
environment as it is familiar to the student.
environment.
Build enough time into the testing schedule. (This may
Schedule the test to allow
mean altering the regular classroom day).
children to do their best.
Regular classroom teacher should administer the test.
Be sensitive to students' test-taking needs and
accommodate when possible.

Encourage students and teachers to be metacognitive.
IO. Develop familiarity with
the MEAP for all K-12 staff • Share/explain/reflect on the type and level of
and administrators.
thinking needed to respond while taking the test
r
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Ineffective and Inappropriate practices:
Teaching MEAP as a separate entity in isolation from a complete K-12 curriculum
Giving students tools (i.e., calculator, thesaurus, scientific method) to use only on the test
without support throughout the year
NOT providing opportunities to write on a regular basis throughout the school year
Ignoring the teaching of writing strategies in all content areas
NOT using current learning research to design, implement and evaluate instruction
Keeping students focused on low-level thinking tasks (using only factual questions that
require students only to look back in the text for the answer)
Providing vocabulary words and definitions that students memorize just before the test
NOT using graphs. charts, and graphic organizers in classroom activities
NOT being familiar with test formats and directions
NOT introducing students to test-taking strategies and best practices
Providing unclear standards for evaluating student work
Using unreleased test items directly from old or current tests. See MEAP Resource
section for released items
Using or writing parallel MEAP tests that too closely mimic or parallel MEAP items
Using grading, scoring practices, and rubrics that are unclear to students and parents
Using mass testing in unfamiliar environments with proctors students do NOT know
Using substitute teachers to administer the test

Free MEAP and Department of Education Resources

Resource

Website/Source

Michigan Department of Education
Curriculum Frameworks
Authentic Assessment of Social Studies
MEAP Models of the Assessment - Social
Studies
2002 Assessment Plans for MEAP
Mathematics and Science
Links to additional curriculum resources

htt12://www.cd12.mde.state.mi.us

MEAP Models of the Assessments Mathematics, Reading, Science, Writing

htt12://www.meritaward.state.mi.us/merit/mea12.htm

MEAP Released Items/Previously Asked
Questions
2002 Assessment Plan for MEAP English
Language Arts
MEAP Manuals
MEAP Science Investigation Guides
(Teacher and Student Booklets
MEAP Update Newsletters
VoLuM~ 33, No. 2 •
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